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Abstract. Energy system is the largest source of carbon emissions in a country or region. Since
China ’ s economic increases rapidly these years, it also brings the growth of energy
consumption and carbon emissions. This paper indicates an index decomposition analysis to
evaluate the carbon emissions from industrial energy activities of China. From the results, we
can conclude that the economic growth cycle fluctuation and the increase of industrial
production is the major reason for the rapid increase in carbon emissions.

1 Introduction
Carbon emissions or energy consumption decomposition of factors has been a hot issue of
international energy research since the 1980s[1]. The index decomposition analysis is the widely
accepted method in the development of energy and environmental policy around the world[2]. We can
dive different methods into three kinds, Laspeyres exponent method, simple average decomposition
method and adaptive weight decomposition method. Laspeyres index is proposed by the German
E.Laspeyres in 1864 which is based on the number of index weight as the weighted composite index
to measure the same factors in the fixed base period[3]. Many scholars have used this method to study
the energy consumption of the United States and some other OECD countries[4][5][6]. Later in the
developing countries, some scholars have applied the Laspeyres index to do research on energy issues.
Simple average decomposition method commonly uses simple average and the corresponding
parameter at the end of one year as factor weights. They proposed decomposition method to make use
of the beginning years and late energy consumption average values as weights, and calculate the
corresponding factors of the increment with the logarithmic method[7]. The decomposition method
adopts the simple arithmetic mean of the corresponding parameters of two years as the weight of the
factor[8]. South Korean scholars proposed the MRCI(mean rate-of-change index)[9]. To determine the
weighting is to to introduce all the coefficients of the average growth rate of average value as the
important component of the weighting factor, allowing the existence of a free residual value, and it it
important that this method is different from the LMDI, allowing data to be negative[10].
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Table 1 Carbon increment of different forms of decomposition method
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According to Laspeyres index method and above different method of SAD thoughts, we can set the
total output value, the strength of the industrial structure and the energy consumption caused by the
increase of energy consumption respectively showed in the Table 1, including SAD1 and SAD2.

2 Methods
Carbon emissions intensity or energy consumption intensity is used in the most researches of carbon
decomposition. In many studies, they think this factor plays an absolutely important role in energy
consumption growth. On the basis of previous studies, this study combines with carbon emission
calculation and input-output table, through further decomposition of carbon emissions, and we divide
the carbon emissions resulting from industrial combustion energy into six factors, the total energy
consumption, energy consumption structure, technical factors, intermediate inputs, the output value of
industry structure and the total industrial output value. With the LMDI analysis method, this paper
analyzes the influence of industrial combustion energy leading to carbon emissions.
According to the detailed steps of the carbon emission calculation proposed by IPCC[11], combining
with the input-output table, the formula of carbon emission in a country or region is expressed as the
following.

EA   QA  ej  nj  1/ mj   yj  PA

EA is the total amount of carbon emissions in the A year. QA is the total energy consumption. ej
represents equivalent carbon emission coefficient of the industry j, and

ej   fi  cji
i

nj   k akj

. nj represents

the proportion of industrial intermediate inputs, namely
. mj represents the total amount
of intermediate inputs industry j. yj is the output of industry j accounted for the proportion of
industrial output, that is, the structure of industry production value. PA is the industrial output.
Based on LMDI method, carbon increment can be expressed as:
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represents the increment caused by the total energy consumption and is the increment caused by the
energy consumption structure. is the increment caused by technological factors and is for the
increment cause by intermediate input, while represents the increment caused by the output value
structure, and is for the increment caused by total production.

L  Ej , T , Ej , 0    Ej , T  Ej , 0  / ln  Ej , T / Ej , 0 

As the data involves two aspects of energy consumption and input-output, this paper selects
1997-2002,2002-2005,2005-2008 these three time periods of historical data to calculate. The data
mainly comes from China Energy Statistical Yearbook, China Input-output Tables and the
corresponding statistical yearbook.

3 Conclusion
According to the above calculation, we can know that economic growth cycle fluctuation and the
increase of industrial production is a major cause of the rapid increase of carbon emissions. Besides,
one of important factors in the increase of carbon emissions is that the efficiency of energy use
becomes not obvious. If the total amount of energy consumption is increased with the increase of total
production, the energy consumption per unit output value is less obvious. The overall energy structure
has not been greatly improved is the fundamental reason for the rapid increase in carbon emissions.
Due to a large difference in carbon emission coefficient of various energy sources, especially water
and electricity, nuclear power, wind energy, biomass energy and other clean energy, the coefficient of
carbon emission is almost zero. Therefore, the radical change of the energy structure can
fundamentally change the total amount of carbon emission in a country or region.
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